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~~{~~NM Vice President Sherman Smith Dies
No.:S<t:.

C .. --1 3Dr. Sherman E. Smith, vice
"But even with all these things,
G>f'. l president for administration and it is as a wise friend and counselor
development at UNM, died that I will best remember him,"
yesterday in an Albuquerque
CALVIN HORN, President of
hospital, He was 64.
UNM's Regents, said, "Few men
The academic leader who or women have contributed as
helped develop UNM in its period much to the university as
of greatest plant expansion and Sherman Smith. We on the Board
studentenrollmenthadundergone of Regents looked to him
hip surgery Sept. 26.
• frequently for advice and counsel,
UNM President Ferrel Heady and will sorely miss him in the
said, "The death of Sherman future. Several of us have known
Smith is a tragic loss for the him as a friend for many years.
His death is a personal loss to
university. He not only was a man
of many talents whose record of us as well as a tragedy for the
a cc om p 1ish men ts for the university."
university is unexcelled, but he
Surviving Smith are his wife,
also represented the highest type Rebecca Jordan Smith; two sons,
of faculty member and Burton and David, both of
administrator.
Denver, who are here; several
"The list of his contributions to grandchildren and his mother,
the university goes on and on. It is Mrs. Mabel Dunham.
especially noteworthy in the areas
Sherman Smith was described
of planning and development of by one colleague as "a
the physic a 1 campus, Renaissance man, with many
representation before the interests and skiils to match.'' He
legislature and other governmental studied voice while earning his
bodies, and in the internal bachelor and graduate degrees. He
administration of the university. performed in opera and concert
"His contributions to our while publishing chemistry texts.
While concerned with building
c o m m u nit y are e qua II y
impressive.
plans and finances, an enrollment

Sherman Smith

that doubled from 10,000 in 1965
to over 20,000 this year, Sherman
Smith's chief concern Jay with the
spirit of a university. In an address
in December of 1969, when UNM

was under cl'itical attack, Dr.
Smith concluded a "Town nnd
Gown" address with these
remarks:
"IN THESE DIS'fURBING
days, when every time-honored
cth ic is challenged, when my
generation is told, sometimes
shrilly but with real conviction,
that the fruits of our efforts are
rotten at the core, a quiet
university, without an occasional
crisis or outrageous incident, is
simply not in the cards. Until the
generations come to terms, every
university is fated to have a noisy
piece of the action. The issue,
then, is whether, on balance, the
institution is worthy of continued
and enhanced support; whether, if
affection becomes too difficult to
attain, the marriage of
convenience can still survive on
the basis of mutual self-interest, I
hope I have been somewhat
persuasive that it can and should.
To shift the metaphor abruptly, I
would remind you that, whereas
our folklore is replete with
references to silly geese, there was
at least one that laid golden eggs."
SMI'rH WAS BORN April 10,

1909 in Custer, S.D. He earned a
B.S. in Chemical Engineering from
the South Dakota School of Mines
in 1931, and a Ph,D. in chemistry
from Ohio Stnt<J University in
1935.
After a year as a Dupont
research assistant, he joined the
factdty of the University of North
Carolina, remaining there until he
came to UNM in 1945 as head of
the chemistry department,
succeeding Professor John Clarke.
While still a faulty member, Dr.
Smith became director of student
affairs in 1949 and that same year
begun representing UNM before
the New Mexico legislature, . a
duty he continued un~il his death.
He became vice president in
1965, In addition to work with
the legislature and the Board of
Educational Finance, his principal
responsibility was to steer the
university's capital outlay
program through a }jeriod of
expansion in physical plant size
mul enrollment.
A family friend said memorial
services tentatively are planned on
the UNM campus at a time and
place to be announced.
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No Sena.te ActionQuorum Not Reached
-
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By MICHAEL MINTURN
The ASUNM senate was unable
to act on any business Wednesday
night due to lack of a quorum.
A minimum of 15 of the 17
senators must be present before a
quorum is established; there were
·five abscences.
The delay will now triple the
amount of business the senate
must handle.
Absent from the meeting were:
Sen. JartleS Chavez; Sen. Ernesto
Gomez; Sen. John Jom~s; Sen.
Bob Spradley and Sen. Gail
Gillespie.
Sen. Gillespie was sick and had
given her proxy to Sen. Sandy
Rice.
An attempt was made to

contact the absent senators by
phone before the 7:30 deadline-a
30 minute extension from ~the
regular 7:00 starting time-and
the following are the reasons they
gave for their abscence:
Sen. Chavez-t'I'm not
interested until the budget is
passed."
.
Sen. Gomez-ui've got an
exam."
Sen. Spradley-Person
answering said he was studying at
the Law school.
Sen. Jones-No Answer.
The sentiment of the senators
who were present was one 'of
extreme anger, because now the
workload has been tripled since
(continued on page 7)

Activity Fee Not Paid

A G Says Chavez to Stay
ASUNM Attorney General Bill Piatt has issued an
opinion saying Sen. James Chavez, who has not paid
the mandatory ASUNM activity fee, may continue
in his capacity as an ASUNM senator.
The ASUNM constitution states 'tAll Senators
shall be members of the Associated Students •.. all
persons who arc enrolled for instruction at the
University of New Mexico and who have paid the
student activity fee shall be considered members of
the student community to be known as the
Associated Students of the University of New
Mexico."
Piatt does not believe these provisions
automatically call for the expulsion of Chavez from
the senate.
Piatt said in the opinion, ~<r do not believe these
provisions were intended to be self-executing, i.e.,
Senator Chavez is not automatically expelled from
office by their operation."
Citing "justice and fairness," Piatt called for a
senate hearing on the matter before Chavez is
removed from office.

"No specific impeachment proceedings are
provided for in the Constitution, regarding student
Senators, nor do the Senate by-laws or standing
rules offer any guides as to what procedure must be
followed in expelling a student senator.
ttAs an elected student Senator, the subject of
Senator Chavez' removal from" office should be
considered by his fellow Senators," Piatt said.
Piatt cited Article III, section 1 of the
constitution as the provision that gives the power to
the senate to determine removal proceedings.
" ..• the Senate shall make all Jaws which it
· deems necessary and proper for the government and
regulations of the Associated Students •.. " The
Student Senate has the power, under this provision,
to determine removal proceedings consistent with
the right of Senator Chavez to a fair hearing.
"Until and unless he is removed, Senator Chavez
continues to hold the office to which he was
elected," Piatt stated.
.
Chavez plans to challenge the mandatory activity
fee before the student court.

UhuruSasa

Group Presents Black Heritage
By BETTY RISHER
Uh uru Sasa, center of the
performing arts, details the black
heritage of the black man in
America, and tries to give a better
insight of the pride and beauty of
the black race to its audience.
The group was founded by Sam
Johnson and Musomi Muasa in
1969. The two believed that
through music and dance, Uhurti
Sasa, Swahili for "Freedom
Now," could educate its audience
to the culture of black people in
Africa and the U.S.
Louella Houston, a UNM
senior, is directo.r of the group
this year. Sam Johnson, former
director, is now attending the
UNM Law School.
A performance . begins with
African scenes as a tribe celebrates
the birth of the queen's baby.

1

This is to reveal the pride and gras atmosphere. Here is where
unity of the tribe that considers the Mardi gras was started and
every man of the village as part of brought to the continent. It is still
one big family and not as found in the southern region of
individual units.
the United States.
After the colonist-imperialist
In the U.S., a ghetto. scene in
invaded Africa, the slave trade contemporary setting depicts a
began. Africans were taken to the "mo9ern slavery" situation for
West Indies for ''seasoning" blacks and shows how the
before being brought to the North revolution is to make a change in
American continent.
the concept of treating the black
Uhuru Sasa dancers portray the as a .slave. A riot occurs and the
experiences .of the slaves through whole ghetto area is burned to the
dancing, singing and acting. The · ground in order to start again and
dancer becomes the personality build a new society.
and tries to make the audience
Slavery :f"l the Soutli 1 with
feel the emotional stress' or joy of pregnant women: working in the
the situation.
fields until labor or death, is also.
Dancing was a part of many one of the scenes for the U.S.
activities, entertainment, religious sequence. Black men are. shown
ceremonies, and work. The spirit being beaten to death for the
of black people is shown in scenes slightest retaliation; which kept
of calypso dancing and a Mardi
(continued on page 9)

Members Gloria Moore (right) and Betty Keller
(left) wait in costume be~ore a performance.
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Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

editorial

Lobo Catch-22 Award
The following ASUNM senators and the
excuses for their absence from the
Wednesday night session were reported by
senate secretary Elizabeth Sota:
Gail Gillespie----sick
John Jones----could not be contacted
by phone
Ernesto Gomez----studying for exam
Bob Spradley----studying for exam
James Chavez----not interested until
budget is passed.
Because the senate did not make
quorum Wednesday night no meeting was
conducted, no business was completed, no
confirmations, especially to the elections
commission, were made.
Because the elections commission was
not legally established the budget is again
delayed and student organizations will
uncomfortably sit around for another
week wondering if they will ever be
funded.
It is for this reason that Sen. James
Chavez should receive the Catch-22 award
of the week for devotion to duty in the
field of illogic above and beyond the call
of duty.
Chavez says he wants to wait until the

Opinions expressed are those of the
author solely and not necessarily those of ';i
the Lobo or UNM.
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budget is passed . before discharging his
senatorial duties ariy further. The budget
must be passed by a vote of the student
body. The elections commission must
prepare the materials for the election and
notify the student body.
But the elections commiSSion
members must be confirmed by the
senate. If a senator feels this is
unimportant and fails to attend a meeting
this means no confirmation, no elections
commission, no elect and no student
decisirn on the budget.
In the past the student senate has been
laughed at and accused of being a group
of psuedo-politicians with enough free
time to play at being the representatives
of the students.
If that image of irresponsibility is to be
changed, the senators who do not feel it is
important to attend meetings had better
think again. Their performance to date is
a far cry from the bright, cheery promises
of effective student government that were
made during last semester's campaigns.
As for Chavez, all that can be said is
Yossarian would have been proud.
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Vision program, will feature Mary
w,,lters, chairperson or the New
Mexico Women's Political Cnu<ms,
and State Senator Consuela Kilsu.

- ·····

A talk on how to do a
wilderness survey will highlight
the UNM Mountaine<>Ting Club
meeting on Wednesday, Oct. 10 at
7 p.m. in Room 250-C and E of
the SUB. A clinic on backpacks
and a slide show will also be
presented, For more information,
contact Bob Jacobs a~ 26G-3073.
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Mountaineering Club
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BySHIAME
t:l
I have always found it exciting to see so~ietal attitude '<":=:
reflected in situation. This excitement heightens when
~
someone's consciousness reflects his or her unconscious.
9
Ralph Ellison's "lnvisl.ble Man" depicted the 0
invisibility-the non-existence of Black people in the eyes of "g.
society. I can &..
- in my mind's eye, that part of the story
~
where it dawned on the main character while beating a white
...""
cat for bumping into him, that the white cat had not seen ..,
him and does not and probably will never see him; that he is "'
non:existent to the white cat; that he is invisible to society. "'
But that is nothing new to Black people because it has
perrn eated all aspects of socie.ty. :Slacks were
invisible-non-existing to historians. Their achievements were
never chronicled in U.S. history books. Educational
institutions reflected that same mentality. They did not
formally include Black subjects in their established
curriculum. I can go on an on naming other departments of
society to which Blacks are invisible-non-existing.
Gail Gottleib of the Lobo has displayed that same
mentality-the mentality of Black non-existence.
There are two black fraternities on campus. A mere glance
at the campus directory will give anybody that information.
But even though the reporter bombarded the campus with a
series of articles about Greeks on campus, nothing about
these two Black fraternities were included. Maybe to her
Blacks don't exist as an integral part of society. To her
probably, Blacks become part of society only when they ring
their bells creating a ding. Therefore the Black fraternities
could have probably become part of the campus Greek
System if they had erected edifices and rung bells
proclaiming their existence.
What mystifies me is the fact that these two Black
fraternities do good community work in addition to their
usual fraternal activities. There are only a few other
community-oriented organizations on campus, yet ~hese few
that are community minded do not get the sometal and
institutional recognition that they deserve.
The reprorter I am sure, did not check the campus
dire-:•ory when she set out to do her articles. One must then
question her familiarity with that part of the Canons of
Journalism which deals with thoroughness and accuracy.
I am tempted to withhold the names of these two Black
fraternities since it was Gottlieb's responsibility to publicize
all the Greeks on campus. She decided to do the articles thus
the responsiblity. But for the good work these two Black
fraternities are doing and also the fact that readers knowledge
of the Greeks on campus is deficient, I feel duty bound to
divulge their names.
To Omega Psi Phi and Alpha Phi Alpha fraternities I say,
to us, you don't need edifices or cowbells to proclaim your
existence. Those who care know your worth. The community
is grateful. Keep up the good work.
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Stokely Carmichael
S~okely
Carmichael,
Ambassador of Guinea and
Uganda, will speak Tuesday, Oct.
16, at 7 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom
at UNM,
Tickets are $1 for students, $2
for adults and will be on sale at
Afro-American Studies Center,
1819 Roma, N.E.
Carmjchael's appearance is
being sponsored by the Black
Student Union of UNM.

Folk Songs
The Fol.k Song Club will meet
on Monday, Oct. 8 at 7:30p.m. in
Room 250-B of the SUB. '!'here
will be two individuai
performances-Sandra Adams will
present British Ballads and Songs,
and Michael Hersh will present

S 011gs of American Labor.
Non·meinbers are welcome.

Biology Review
There will be a review session
for Biology 136, Sections 1 and 2,
on Monday, Oct. 8 at 4. p.m.
Those interested should meet in
front of the Lecture Hall.

Yoga of A ware ness
K u nalini Yoga course starts
next Monday and Wednesday
nights 7 ·8 p.m. in the Alumni
Chapel, or Tuesday and Thursday
2:30-3:30 p.m. Six weeks of
postures, breathing and
meditation will be started.

Philosophy Colloquium
Dr. G. F. Scheuler of the
philosophy department will read a
short paper on "How to Prove
'F.reedom of the Wi1l' " on Friday,
Oct. 5 at 3:30 p.m. in Hodgen
Hall, 301. A discussion will follow
the reading, Coffee and cookies
will be available p,rior to the
meeting. The public is invited.

Andean Center
The University of New Mexico"s
Andean Center is accepting appl_i-

Folk Dancing

cations for Spring Semesler study
in Quito. Ecuador. Students are
invited to stop by the Latin Americ;ln Center. 229 Ortega Hall fM
inftlrmation. Deadline for appli·
cat1on> is Oct. 31.

GSA Administrative Assistant
GSA is now ~ccepting applications in,Room 106 of the SUB for
the position(s) of Administrative
Assistant. Application forms may
be obtained there.

I used to feel that women
shouldn't do many things, i.e. get
into politics, be lesbian mothers,
or compete for (jmert's jobs", but
since reading Feminist
"literature" and doing a little
research I'm like a reformed
drunk that's found relgion. I've
done an about face!!
Do you know that not one
woman is working in any of the
steel mills or foundries in Gary,
So, Chicago, or Pittsburg!? Not in
the history of the oil industry has
a- woman ever worked in the oil
field as a roustabout, or
roughneck! Females have ruled .
China and England, but since
'entering law, education, retail
marl<etmg, and cab driying not
one woman is driving an
Albuquerq)le city bus! I've heard
a woman is now a commercial

pilot, yet not one in the history of
"deprived" and Hrepressed" since bricks, or riveted steel ~frames A.F .B. Officers· Club; in
the railroad industry has ever
the beginning of time; "the when the John Hancock Bldg. was advertising, men are always
taken a locomotive across country
literature" suggested maternity built!
pictured lifting heavy loads while
or held a card in. the Chicago
leaves for fathers. That would be
Lord knows,· there are a woman supervises.
plumbf!rs' union!
Wonderful for coal miners in W. thousands of female bureaucrats
I be1ieve America has enough
During W. W. 2 Russian sisters , Vil·ginia or Silver miners in Id:i.ho in every level of government and ' 1 blue movie queens"j
loaded and unloaded ships while after the baby was born the father public education; yet, how tnany pseudointellectuals, candle, belt,
American women riveted Liberty could take over the baby and women have felt the joy of and macrame makers. What out·
ships or welded steel plates on house chonos so the mother could watching the sun set over a gas economy sorely needs are cabinet
tanks! There ate females in
regain het shape exerCising in her pipeline construction site 1n say makers, electricians. and roofers
language interpreting; fashion
husband's old job.
Needles, California-while digging not to forget sanitation workers!
designing; the president of the 1st
Women have mastered many a post hole!? Th"ere's no reason Only boys and men make adobe
National Bank of Segraves, Texas
medical areas, i.e. nursing, medical why a. female graduate student brick in this valley,
is a woman but somewhere along
doctor, etc~ yet, there isn't one-, to couldn't get on·the-job·training professionally, . . thus, if the
theemploymentroadwomenhave my knowledge, practicing changing tires at Sears automotive "dream'~ of Hequa1ity of the
overlooked warehousing, trucking
embalming or driving an centers or work doting their sexes" is ever to come true many
docks, or diesel mechanics. There
ambulance. There ate female summer breaks as Long women may have to forfeit their
is a once glamorous movie star
police, but men still domirtatc the Shorepersons at Oakland. If "upper~niiddle clasS values''
that owns the controlling stock to
fire and gar barge removal women are going to take part in othet·wise men, in the future, will
Pepsi-Cola, but I've yet to meet a
departments. l knew dozens of ueveryday commerce" they'll be burning their trusses and jock
woman that operates a full service
sisters that were purchasing agents have to express themselves in straps on Wall Street in protest of
gas station in Albuquerque.
for the 5th army at Chicago, but ar~as. 9th.er ,than painting Yuccas sex·role stereotyping.
Y e s , 1women 1 have been~, · ~ \iOt title· g:itl" hi(s·
CarfiCd h"oa: ; and Aspens for the Kirtland
1t."Wiri Hart

ever

Library Presentation
The Friends of the Albuquerque
Public Library will present author
Thomas E. Mails discussing "What
Are l ndians'" on Silturdny. Oct. 6 at

Jewish Student Union
Th~

Student UnionHillel organization will hold its
first organizational meeting on
Saturday, Oc~. 6 at 7 p.m. at th~
International Center, 1808 Las
Lomas, NE, The meeting will start
wi~h brcakilllf the Yom Kippur
Fast together. Food will be
furnished by the JSU-Hillcl. All
Jewish students and faculty are
invited.

SUB Coat Cheek
Tho coat and book check in the
SUB is now open Monday through
Fl'iday, 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

High Holiday Services
High Holiday services for Yom
Kippur (Kolnidrej) will be held on
Friday, Oct. 5 at G:20 p.m. and
Saturday, Oct. 6 at 9:30 a.m. in
the Alumni Memorial Chapel.

Open 7 days a week
8:00am to 9:00pm

"Politics" Session

Wash, Dry, Fold Service Availa blc

A "Politics" session will be held
on Friday, Oct. 5 at 7 p.m. in the
Hokona Lounge. The session,
sponsored by the Seek a Wider

TRIANGLE LOUNGE

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Edi~orial Phone (505) 2774102. 277·4202;
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is
published Monday through Friday
every regular week or the
Univl'rsity year and weekly durin~
Lhc summer session by the Doard of
Student Publications of the
Univcrsily of New Mexico, and is
uot rina.ncially associated with
UNM. Second class postage paid at.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106.
Subscription rat.c is $7.50 for the
academic year,
The opinions cxprc.sSl"£1 on the
editorial pnges of The Daily J.~obo
arc those of Lhc author solely.
Unsigm.'<l Qpinion is that of the
l.'{!llorlal board of Thc- Da'ily Lobo.
Nothing print.ro In The Daily Lobn
ncc-(lssarily represents tlw views of
\L~!~U-nivcrslty of New Mt.>xico.

NOW APPEARING
·"WILD CHILD"
Dance to the latest TOP 40
The first wine with the hon·
est to goodness taste of real
watermelon. Watermellow

wine is available anywhere
wine is sold. Remember
Watermellow has no seeds.

Tuesday-Saturday
,.·

,'·

Remember Tuesday is
Falstaff nighf with low

Distributed by Quality Import

Company. The house of quality.

prices on Falstaff Beer

9 P.M.-Closing
Have a beer and listen
to the music of
"Wild Child"

Frejus- Atala-Gitane

!

l

"We're the Guys, and you know it."·

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
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2215 Central S.E.
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255-3777
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the author of "My.1tic
nf the Pust" and "Dog
Bear Men, and lluffalo
is an authority on the
and cults of the Plains

Featuring free coffee, the softest water in town and
biodegradable laundry concentrate.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
No.30
Vol. 77
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Mails.
Warriors
Soldiers.
Women""
societies
Indians.

Now Under New Management
KOFFEE KLATCH LAUNDERETTE
818 San Mateo SE
Phone 255-0089

J~wish

'FIRE!!'

Opinion_
Women-' Forfeit. Upper Middle Class Values'

There is folk dancing in Santa
Fe <•very Friday night from 7 p.m.
f,o 10 p.m. nt tho Folk Art
Mus~um, on Camino L~jo.
Admission is $1 for the first ~ime,
then a $5 registration fee plus $1
for every subsequent visit.
Instruction is provided,

7:30 p.rn. in fhe E:rnn FerllU.110n
Library. 3700 San Mateo. Nl·..

'.

package open 10 A.M.-I :30 A.M.
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~ Study to Determine Reasons
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Adventists' Cancer Rate Below Average

_g
,S

LOMA LINDA, CALIF.
(UPI)-Seventh·Day Adventists'
.?;> cancer rate is half that of the
·;; general population and the
iC:l National Cancer Institute is trying
8 to find out why.
-~
The institute is pouring more
;:;; tha.1 $800,000 into a five-year
il: study at Lorna Linda University,
" an SDA school in southern
Z California.
,
Dr. Roland L. Phillips, who
~ heads the research team, said
cE California's entire SDA
population-100,000 persons-,will
be studied, with special emphasis
on their dietary habits.
Adventists, like Mormons, do
not smoke or drink, possibly
explaining their lower incidence
of lung, bladder, mouth and
esophagus cancers. But since the

Pharmacy
Scholarship
Awarded

ral(.'S are lower across the

bo~rd

Phillips said, tlw lack of lohucc~
and alcohol does not explain the
lower rate of such caneers as
breast, leukemia, lymphoma,
colon and rectal.
Phillips believes the key may lie
in the- conservative church group's

dielat·y habits.
'l'he doctor said SDA's often
use whole gruins and other
unrefined foods and that most of
them do not eat me;tt or hot
spices. They seldom drink len or
coffee.
'l'he Lorna Linda team will send
out a detnill'd quC'stionnaire to

Work Study
Students who have filed an
application with the Work Study
or are skilled typists and arc
full-time students interested in
working 15 hours a week are
requested to check at Mesa Vista
1147.

Organizations Seeking
Funds
It is important to once again
note, that all organizations not
included in the 1973-74 ASUNM
budget will be re-evaluated at the
end of this semester for further
funding.

Honors Center
Informal coffee and talk
sessions will be held at the Honors
Center Lounge every Friday from
1:30 p.m. to 4:00p.m.

Stephen A, Fuller, a 1973
graduate of UNM College of
Pharm&CY has been awarded a
$15 00 scholarship to pursue
graduate work in Pharmacy
Administration or Business
Administration made by the
Joh,ton and Johnson Company
of 'lew Brunswick, N.J.
Each year the Johnson and
Johnson Company invites the
· outstanding student in Pharmacy
Administration from e~ch college
of pharmacy across the country to
compete for a $1500 scholarship.
The competition involves
submitting an essay on some
aspect of Pharmacy
Administration and Practice in
which the author feels he would
like to do graduate research.
Fuller's winning essay dealt
with the necessity of the
independent pharmacist to adapt
to changes taking place within the
profession and his corresponding
necessity to re·emphasize
pharmacy "services." The theme
of his essay was "If we could see
ourselves as others see us.,-based
on a Rohert Burns poem, Judges
for the competition were the
editors of several national
pharmacy journals.

each California SDA family every
six months. It will se~l< answers
on di<>t, exercise, exposure to
household and other chemicals

JEWELEI\S

will b" carefully docum<'nled for
Cf\ US(),

Al~o. Uw Phillips team will do
son"' dctniled clinical and
laborntor> studies of heulthy
individuals, compared with those
who luwe cancer.
Phillips said he expected tho
results of the study to suggest, not

prove, "They will give us a chance

to get closer to whether or
not diet is a causntivc factm· in

cancer, H he said.
A companion study on
Mormons and cancer is being
planned nt the University of
Cnlifornia at Berkeley,
Mormons don't smolHl or drink,
but their diets nrc not restricted
like the Adventists.'
Phillips snid the studies will
determine if there- are differences
between cancer rates of the two
religious groups and possibly also
determine why.

and on medical history.

New hospitalizations will be

)~?lOBO Opticians
,.:>

across from

Yale Park

Prescriptions filled,
Repairs,
Replacements
2316 Central SE
268-4708

Downtown 31 8 Central SW
Five Points Shopping Center
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monitor(ld and each new cl('alh
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BUTTON THRU
Designed and built
for the fashionminded young man

Winrock

OurPcoplcMakclls NumbcrOne

-the great Levi's
low-rise fit styled
with a button fly
and generous bell
bottoms. Fresh
new colors in
chambray and
fade-out denim.

liA:JU
y

Layaway now for Christmas.

.

Stx convenient ways to buy:

MarYland was named for Queen
Henrietta Maria, wife of Charles I
of England.

A MESSAGE
FOR THE
WORLD

Sunday, October 7
8:00-10:00 am
KOAT-TV Channel?
LOW EVENING RATES FOR INTERSTATE CALLS BEGIN AT 5 P.M. ON WEEK NIGHTS.
•
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@ Mountain Bell

for more infnrmati<ln:
Allen CordraY
255·6183
Don McLaughlin 298-9294
Dennis Harris
243-3637
•

•

•

•
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•

Zales Revolv.ng Charge • Zales Custom Charge • BankAmerrcard
Master Charge • Amencan Express • Layaway
lllu~,tra\loM

enlarged

The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter
Day Saints

WORLD
CONFERENCE
BROADCAST
Featuring
The Mormon Tabernacle Choir

RED HOT
PANTS
in the Mini Mall at 1710 Central Sf

Marching Band to Make Foreign Forms
By DIANE ROSS
For this Saturday's Lobo
fooLhall gume at University
Stadium, the UNM Marching Band
will perform a series of "Around
the World" formations that will
include a Gcrmun beor mug, a
Spanish senorita, a rickshaw and
an outline of Lhe Kremlin.
Director Fr<'<l Dart said the
Bund is composPd of 132

mcm hers, consisting of no
mutcher.s 1 3 drum majors, 4
twirlers and 15 Lobocttos. 'rho
group performs at every home
game and one away game each
season. This year, the hand will be
playing aL 'l'ucson on Oct. 13,
Band Day will be held Oct. 20,
when 22 high school hands from
throughout Lhc stat<> arrive at
UNM for a coo craLivP

Central & San Pedro SE
Juan Tabo & andelaria NE

10%

off

ALCULATOR

"'I)

.g

performance. Dart considers this
one of the best recruiting devices
for the band,
"We give them u taste of college
life and show them what it's like
to play for a university," be said.
Each student receives a $100
scholarship anU one hour's class
credit for participating in the
marching band,
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Besides learning new music
each week, the band must
rehcnrse new drill patterns for
every pi(•ce of music. Their
)Jractice Lime is limited to
Wednesdays and Fridays, from
3:30 to 5:30p.m.
Until this year, the band has
always been under the supervision
of the music department, but now
the athletic department is
responsible for tho band's funding
and operation. Dart said, HThis is
only natural because our prime
function is to perform for
sporting C'Vents. 11

'

.\
.

ZORBA'S greek food

Large Selection

You'll
Agree With
the Greeks

Pocket, AC-DC,
AC Only,
DC Only
Up to 14 Digit

..
(Phot.o by Richard Bowman)

UNM Marchin'g Band Director Fred Dart (right) puts the
Band through drills in preparation for Saturday's display.
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SAVE ON ACCESSORIES,
CARTRIDGES & STYLUS UP TO 25% OFF
BLANK TAPES UP TO 50% OFF
HEADPHONES SAVE UP TO 30"/o
ST STEREO PORTABLE SAVE $15.00

-. __. . --·-·-- !

~ ~ ~ ~. ~--.;·
•••

••
••
to the bargains be
•• SUREWhileTOlistening
LISTEN
TO DISCRETE CD-4
••
••
Save up to 30%
••
••
DUAL· GARRARD·
••
PIONEER
••
••
•••
10-20-40% off
on
•• HIGH FIDELITY
SPEAKERS
ALTEC, PIONEER, AR,
••• JENSEN,
ULTRALINEAR
••• NEW·· USED - DEMOS
••
•

am~H~ ~niQHTS
'this will be a

--k I.BEERMIGHI' --k

AUTO & MANUAL TURNTABLES COMPLETE WITH BASE, COVER &
CARTRIOGE

0

$2QOO
PROFESS!ONAL REPAIR FREE ESTIMATES
OTHER SPECIALS THROUGHOUT THE STORE

7611 MENAUL N.E.

296-6978
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Concert, Talk
Scheduled
For Tonight
Stephen and the Farm
Band-that's Stephen Gaskin,
often called the "psychedelic
fuse'' of the spiritually aware of
the hip circuit-will give a free
concert and talk tonight at 7:30
p.m. on the mall.
Gaskin, a former creative
writing teacher at San Francisco
State College who inspired a
spiritual community wHhin the
Berkeley area, is currently touring
colleges and churches around tho
country.
Marilyn Freelander, a
spokesman for the group, said
Gaskin's reasons for touring are to
"put aut good free music that
people can get stoned to, and to
have communion together."
F re elan der said Gaskjn 's
religion consists of smoking
marijuana, taking organic
psychedelic drugs and speaking
the truth.

''Our religion," Freelander said,
"is basically like any other, only
we use organic drugs as on~ of our
sacraments. We've found that
religions are maps of the same
territory; we dig all religions.
Stephen maintains real high
standards and lives by the things
Jesus and Buddha said."
Gaskin now has a following of
about 600 persons who look upon
him as their spiritual advisor .
They have purchased a 1700 acre
farm in Lewis County, Ken. on
which they manufacture Old
Beatnik Pure Lewis County
Sourgum for the local
communi ties .
Freelander said Gaskin refers to
the farm as the community of
"Technicolor Amish." She added
that the people of Lewis County
have accepted Gaskin and his
group "because we've proven to
them that we are truly just
another religion."

The following are responses by
a few of the senators to the
abscenses:
Sen. Kit Goodfriend--·"Senators
cannot be this misinformed as to
what is going on as far as the
agenda is concerned. This now
pushes us back two weeks and our
work has been tripled.
"We would have had an
Elections Commission tonight if
we had had a quorum. The
students should be quite upset-· at
least as upset as I am right
now ..• , God, I'm piss<•d off.
When we ran we all said we would
be here. I know that most of us
worked our ass off to get these
people [Elections Commission
appointees) pushed through
tonight.u
Sen. Cathy Mend ius-" I can't
believe people can be so
irresponsible: not being interested
is just ridiculous, we have other

HI·FI STEREO

business to take care of besides
money (In reference to Chavez'
statement over the phone). I have
an exam to study fot· too, but I
c a m e because it is my
responsibility. (In 1·eference to
Gomv-z' statem~nt over the
phone,)
"I also do not understand how
Sen. Chavez expecL' the budget to
get passed wlwn the senat<' cannot
appoint an Ei<>clions Commission.
The Presidential Appointments
Committee has worked long and
ha1·d to get qualified people UJl for
that commission. We cannot get
an election off the ground if we
can't confirm a commission."
Sen. Louis Tempkin~"I think
it is the most irresponsible thing
thai the senators could do. l3y not
showing up, these senators absent
prevented those g1·oups coming
before sena!R for appropriaUons
of_fu~d_sfro!'l being SeJ·vocl, "Nhich

Elcphnnl Forgets
Olllcials at the Portland zoo
eight year.\ ago taught three elephants. Rosy. Belle and Tuy Hoa,
how to operate a selection box
which pays of in sugar cubes.
Zoo ollicials said on Wednesday
thnt Tuy lloa remembered like an
elephant should -how 1o operate
the box.
But Rosy tlunkcd the test and
will he given a rcf'rcshcrcoursc.

,y:. .

CONVENIENTLY

lOCATED AT-

(Aero$~ ftom Pu~ N' Toco)

NATURAL

HAIR o<SIGNS
GROOMING CONCEPT

{~

~"'
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Body Waving
1
•·
Natural &
Women's Hair Cutting

120 Hmud S,E,

ii

CLASSICAL
I
MUSIC LIVES
!DISCOUNT RECORDS
I

At

I

!

New Mexico's most Complete Classical Music Store

20 Top Selling Labels Each Week
Reg. ·5.98

Now 3.97
Plus· Top 60 LP' S

i

Now 4.99
Begin At 3.19

All s.98 rapes

l
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Special Sale Thru Oct. 12th
Columbia Master Works
1[1d1,::~~fJ/Il;I~·IK"' <~~~! ~:)(.
·~-,.u <•~•

~

Reg. 5,98

Now 3.69
I
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3.69

All Columbia ODESSEY Reg. 2.98
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1.89

1.89
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SPECIAL MAJOR LP lABEL PURCHASE
Thousands of LPs -

1.89

1.89

All Categories

Prices
Begin at

99¢
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Now 1.89 per disc
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3.69

3.69
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Hair Designs
·
for
r~
MEN ~~?f

Wax Mutilation
HOLL YWOO[) (UI'l) Some·
(lilC hid in the Hollywood wus
museum overnight and decapitated
or mutilated the likenesses of 27
persons. police discovered Wcdncs•
day.
Those damaged included W. C.
Fields, Raquel Welch, Barbara
Strcisand, Mac West, Jcun Harlow,
bandit Joaquin M urrictu, Susan
Hnyl)'ard and Sonny nod Cher.
Likenesses of former U.S. Presidents Calvin Coolidge, . Ulysses
Grant and William McKinley were
damaged, but not those of presidcn t Richard N ixoo or John Kennedy.
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TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

TINGLEY COLISEUM, 1st STATE BANK/RIO RANCHO, UNM/SUB Box Office,
COOKS
&
and RED DOG DANS Faro Loun

••
••

:;;;

(continued {rom page 1)
there was no action taken on the
busjness of appropriations at last
week's meeting. The delay of
appropda Uons to special interest
groups last week was due to not
having established an Elections
Commission, which was to have
members confirmed at the
Wednesday night meeting.
Once Lhe Commission has been
established, they can set a date on
the budget election which will
allow the senate to begin
allocations without going into
deficit spending, if the budget is
p~se_<! ~y _J:Il_e_ students.
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COMPAC'r
STEREO
SAVE
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SALE·
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UPTO 30% off
RECEIVERS • DECOD!=R AMPLIFIERS
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ANNIVERSARY

•
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•• QUADRAPHONIC {~
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is our ~lee ted responsibility.
"The action of S'en. Chavez in
parlicular is totally irresponsible
in that his reason for not coming
can't be substantiated, He felt no
appropriations bills would be
discussed until the budget was
passed; this is negligent of our
olhN responsibilities as senators.
We bad other business such as bills
which were lo be voted upon as
well as confh·mntions of members
to ilw El(>ctions Commission!'

; ASUNM Senate Meeting • • •

MON.-FRI. 10-9 PM
4514 Central Ave. SE 266-5924
SAT.10-6PM
SUN. NOON-6 PM Across from the Ramada lnn-114 miles East of UNM

Calcagno Exhibit at Museum of Albuquerque
the airport. Calcagno will attend
the reception em Oct. 9 from 7 to
9 p.m. and he will present three of
his major works ~hic.~"_are being

An opening reception for
Lawrence Ctdcagno of Taos, N~M.
will be h<!ld "' the Museum of
Albuquerque, Yale Blvd. SE ncar

THE HARVEST
DELIGHTFUL CLOTHING-UNUSUAL GIFTS
from Ecuador-India-Turkey-Morocco-Greece
'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

328-A San Felipe, N. W.
Telephone 765-5763
Old Town, Albuquerque
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Mountain Chalet'has Jackets!
I
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eNorthface
eGerry
eCamp 7
eSierra Designs
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exhibited for the first lime.
Thirty works on paper titled
Permutations: Ear'Lh, Sea, Sky,
from the Smithsonian Institute
Traveling Exhibit Service, will be
on display from October
9-Novcmber 3, 1973. This series
was exectued in 1971-72 during a
residential fellowship at the
McDowell Colony in New
Hampshire.
Calcagno studied landscape
under every possible condition
and rendered his impressions wilh
casein, acry1Jc 1 water-colors,
crayon, and silk screen elemen ls
in New H;1mpshirc. These works
refl~c~ Calcagno's sense of order,
structure, texture and complex
colore relationships of his creal.ive
process.
Calcagno was born in Cal1fornia
in 1916 and had no formal
training in his early years, From
1949-1952 he studied at the
California School of Fine Arts in
San Francisco under the
directorship of Clyfford Still,
There, he became familiar with
the works of Mark Rothko,
Clyfford Still, David Park and and
Mark Toby who were following
the wave of abstract
expressionism.
Calcagno has traveled widely
throughout his life,
counterbalancing work with
experience. His studies jn Paris
and Florence have been
supplemented by grants, resident
fellowships and many invitations
to teach art in universities.
His works are in private and
public collections,

33.00 to 47.00
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OOWN GLACIER JACKET

Ali'GO WO'R1(S
COMPLETE FOREIGN .CAR REI'fliR

Expert Mechanics
Honest Prices
All work fully guaraateed

Stereo

or
Whichever's your thing

Panasonic

ail 4-Channel

Stereo

has something for everyone

99.88

49.95

RS-844US

RS-801 US

The Ashton

Deck is Also an 8-Track Stereo Deck.

2-channel/4-channel selector switch.

99.95

199.95

S-Track Record/Play Cartridge Deck
Also plays Discrele 4-Channel
8·Track Tapes.

Your Campus
Headquarter.s
Since 1949

RS-805US

The Delray

8· Track Stereo Cartridge
Record/Play Dack. PanaJect/Continuous play,
Program selector and
indicatorS.

By United Press International

Reward Offered For Killers
BOS'fON--'Mayor Kevin H. White offered a $5,000
reward Thursday for six black youths who forced a white
woman to douse herself with gasoline and then set her afire
in what the mayor termed "one of the mosi horrible crimes
in our history."
Police mounted a mass search for the killers, but a police
spokesman said the chances of quick arrests were "very,
very poor."
The mayor, terming the slaying an "atrocity .. and "one
of the most horrible crimes in our history," said he found it
"hard to believe that such a crime could happen on a
well-lighted thoroughfare at 9:30 at night.

Austrians Attempt Airlift
An official~ source in Vienna said Thursday the Austrian
government is attempting to set up an airlift from Moscow
for Soviet Jews emigrating to Israel to eliminate the need
for the transit camp that chancellor Bruno Kriesky has
promised the Arabs he will close.
At the same time, the Arab guerrila organization that
claimed credit for forcing Kriesky's decision warned
Moscow to halt all emigration of Soviet Jews to Israel or
face attacks on its embassies and other interests in the
Middle east.
The warning brought a disavowal of the "Eagles of the
Palestine Revolution" and a sharp rebuke by the Palestinian
guerilla leadership.

Attorneys Fight Over Tapes
WASHINGTON-Senate investigators suggested in court
Thursday that President Nixon may be keeping bis
Watergate tapes secret to hide his own "possible
criminality" in the scandal. Nixon's lawyers declined a
chance to respond.
Attorneys for the President and for the Senate Watergate
committee clashed in federal court over access to Nixon's
tapes, which the committee contends are essential to
determine the full truth behind the bugging and its
cover-up.
The While House lawyers complained \hat the Senate
investigation has become "criminal rather than legislative"
and urged chief U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica not to
become "caught up in the spirit of Watergate" by ordering
the tapes delivered to the committee.

WASHINGTON-A paid political saboteur Thursday told
the Senate Watergate committee he hired a girl for $20 to
run naked in front of Sen. Edmund S. Muskie's campaign
offices shouting "I love Muskie" in an effort to damage the
Democratic candidate feared most by Republicans.
An irate Sen. Sam J. Ervin, D-N.C., told the witness,
Marlin Douglas Kelly, 24, of Miami, he saw nothing funny
in such pranks because they "virtually destroyed" Muskie
as a candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination
in 1972.
Kelly said he and Donald H. Segretti, the Republican
agent who offered him $700 a month to sow disarray
among Democrats, made plans to antagonize delegates to
the Democratic National Convention in a manner intended
to help the fortunes of George S. McGovern, perceived as
the weakest possible rival to President Nixon.

SENIORS ONLY
FREE Math Instruction
Exclusively for Seniors
planning to take the GRE
(Non-Science and Non-r--Iath Majors)
A change in policy permits you to sign up
for these free classes if you have either
Tuesday or Thursday evening free.

Open Friday Nights
Until 9:00

299.95

Ne~vs

The Berwyn

S-Track Stereo Cartridge
Player Deck. IC. Solid-state.
Program selector buuon.

4-Channel Discrete Cartridge Player

World

299.95
SE-4340

The Grandhaven

4-Channel S-Track Player, Stereo Phone
and FM/AM/FM Stereo Radio. Discrete
4-channel amplifier system. 48 Watts
PMP. Ouadruplex, ITL~OTL-OCL.
FET tuner. 4 separote 6!" air-suspension
speakers. Automatic 4-c~/2-ch selector.

3011 Monte Vista

SE-2150 The

Uhuru Sasa ...

~
(continued from page l)
.0 the master in control and the slave
'"' his subordinate,
~
Uhuru Sasa uses its talent to
"communicate through
0 entertainment and reveal the
0 black experience to its audience,
.g The group has traveled
..:! extensively in New Mexico with
>. annual performances at Highlands
·; University, Las Vegas; New
Q 1 •xico Stale University, Las
2 C...-uces; and at the University of
New Mexico Popejoy Hall in the
::;; spring. 0 thor places include
Hobbs, Santa Fe, Farmington and
~ Alamogordo. Local exhibitions
Z have been given for elementary
a> and high school assemblies.
<>
Special invitations to Arizona
;l State for the Black Festival, and
to Omaha, Nebraska for a regional
conference of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity were attended last
year. The Black Merit Academy in
Gary, Indiana has hosted Uhuru
Sasa and has invited the group to
the confe1·ence l1eld this year in
Newark, New Jersey,
Anotbe1· facet or Uhuru Sasa is
the younger dance troupe, Jr.
Uhuru Sasa,oconsisting of young
men and women ages 8 to 14.
'I11ey are part of the performances
and contribute to the scenes of
Uhuru Sasa as lhe children of
slaves and tribesmen.
Uhuru Sasa is expanding its
membership this year and is
interested in getting more talent
into the group. Dr. Charles
Becknell, director of
A fro-American Studies explains
the uniqueness of the group "as
trying to introduce a new
perspective to the citizens of New
Mexico that there is another
cui ture to be recognized and
observed.''
Many people are not aware of
the typa of organization Uhuru
Sasa is and therefore don't express
an interest to become a part of
the group. There are no
limitations on the types of talent
needed and used. All black
students and young people of the
community, or anyone interested
~

'B

is invited to join.
"The most important reason
for not limiting talent," Harold
Bailey, Assistant Director of
Afro-American Studies and
advisor to the group said "is the
variety of black id~as that will
assist in the total projection of the
black experience." Uhuru Sa sa
gives the student and member an
opportunity to broaden his
perspective through travel and
involvement in the performances.
Rehearsals are held twice a
week and most of the traveling is
done on weekends.

Colloquium
Speaker
Scheduled

Fencing Tournament
The UNM Fencing Association
will hold a fencing tournament on
Sunday, Oct. 14 in Carlisle Gym
beginning at 8 a.m. Competition is
open to all f~ncers. For more
information contact Robert D.
Smith at 344-4839.

Remember-If you plan to transfer, most
Graduate Schools require GRE.
For more information call 277:5321

Young Demos·
The Young Democrats will hold
a meeting on Monday, Oct, 8 at
7:30 p.m, In lloom 250-E: of the
SUB. The class will discuss the
scheduled Oct, 21 appearance of
U.S, Senator William Proxmirc.
Tho fir;t;:;;"g~i;;;:-il.;vsreel was
the Pathe Weekly, later called the
Pathc News, which began in 1910.
Tho first movie entirely in color
wus "On with the Show 1 " made in
1929 and featuring Joe E. Brown.
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Curried Chicken, $2.75

!
:

Dutch pc11 ~oup, 65~ Curry Soup, 65~
Nasi Gorcng-2 Tel or, 2.25-Bnmi Gorcng-2 Tel or, 2.25
Bnmi or Nnsi Gorcng Smnll1.75
Ikan Banli or lkan Nasi Gorcng 2.75
Salce Bnbi. 2.50
II uzaar Snlad, 1.75-R usshtn l'o!nfo S nlnd, 1.10-0inncr Snlnd,

60~
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Double Special This Week

spect12um
boto

Correction
21!17 SA:-.i MATEO NE
TEI.J·:PJIO:>IE 2fill-45:17

I

Avocado & Cheese Torta
Served on a bolilo with avocado,
I Provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato and sour cream dressing

I

regularly $1.50

:

Special through Sunday Oct. 6, $ LlO

:

Hungarian Chicken Soup

f

COMMERCIAL

i
I
!

:
i
!!

j

Special Through Sunday October 6, 40¢
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FALL BICYCLE CLEARANCE
Thur., Fri., Sat.-10:00 a.m.-6:00p.m.
Water Boulcs reg. 2.20~$1.00
Swiss Plc:tscherCarrier reg. 3.SO~S2.50
Vclox Tubular Kits reg. l.25~7Se
All Locks Cables& Ch"insZ0%0ff
Toe Clips & Simp sets res- J.S0-$2.50

:.;,-,.Up Tyr~s
Hutchinson 56.00
Vulcrtno $6.00
Michelin $11.00
Viuoria SS.OO

SPECIAL ITEMS!
I LADIES NISHIKI Professional BicycleS 160.00
3 BENOTTO model 1500,
Sakai Cotterlcss Cranks, Campagnolo Tipo Hubs,Derailleuers
reg. $180Now $155.00

! 6 ~itferent Cyc!es P~~~d~ Unde! si~~J
no time limit lifetime warranty on bikes & components

~ttu~urlrq
Ski Special
Sheepherder
Tom's Surprise
Reuben
Roast BeefS pedal
Pastrami
Corned Beef
Roast Beef
Grilled Cheese
Grilled Chili & Cheese
Swiss Cheese

®ffrriugs:

1.30
1.30
1.70
1.70
1.45
1.20
1.20
1.30
.60
.75
.85

1.45
.95

Ham& Cheese
Amsterdam Egg
Ham
Provolone
Indra Special

1.25
.85
1.65

Ham & Cheese Torta
Roast Beef & Cheese Torta
Avocado & Cheese Torta
Avocado& Meat Torta
Cheese T orta

1.30

1.45
1.50
2.10
1.20

FALCON $110 from England, Simplex Gears
VAINIAUEUR $98.75 from W. Germany, Simplex Gears,
Hi ~ange one piece quick release hubs
EROBA & MAGNEET $92.50 from Holland
SUPERIA $85.00 from Belgium, fully lugged frame
with Simplex Gearing
DRAKE$75.00 fully lugged Sturmey Archer 3-speed

Rockford

Panasonlc Record Changer, FM/AM/FM
Stereo Rodfo', and Cassette Recorder,
30 Watts PMP. Quadruplex. IC.
·ITL-OTL·OCL. 2 speaker enclosures
have a 6!'' woofer and 2-}'' tWI)eter.
Tape counter. Auto-Stop. VU .meter.

Ignoring a promise by the federal government to allow
another hike in gas prices in due course " thousands of
filling stations across the country locked ~IP their pumps
Thursday to go on "vacation" at least for a weekend.
Dealer organizn.tions in sout.hern CnHfornin wher~ cars
are an essential means of transport, and olhl"r regions
reported widespread support among independent gas
station operators for shut<lown aimed at putting pr~ssure
011 the government for another gas price increase
immediately.
OrganizPrs of the shutdown. move said that as mnny as
half of Los Angeles' 4500 gas stations could be closed with
400 more shut down in San Diego

William Ellis of lhe Los Alamos
Scientific Lnborator~· will lw the
guest speaker f01· lhe colloq\lium
at the UNM Department of
Physics and Astronomy Friday.
Ellis will speak on controlled
thermonuclear research now going
on at foASL. His talk will he at 3
p.m. in room 184 of the physics
and astronomy building, 800 Yal~
N.E.

~obo
Bill Weeks was appointed
director of university relations
t·ather than director of university
regulations as stated in yesterday's
Lobo.

Gas Stations on 'Vacation'
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Political Saboteur Testifies

4901 Gibson SE
(one block west of

Quad

~

90 day~ adjustments on all cycles
· and life1ime warranty

Hours:

OLYMPIC CYCLES
256-3334

2318 Central SE

J'elephon~

Friday & Saturday 11:00 a.m.-3:00a.m.
Sunday-Thursday 11:00 a.m.-1:00 a.m.

765-5671

......................._........................."'"''"''''''''............

1600 Central SE

:
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Sun Devil Speed Demons Scare
Anyone who h~s been around
Albuquerque the last four years
knows that Arizona State has
been a winning, offensively
explosive football team, and tho
Sun Devils showed last week they
arc that same type of club this
season.
Last Saturday ASU romped
over CSU, 67·1~, and in so doing
ran up 559 yards in total offense

(315 rushing and 244 passing).
'l'he Devil defense held CSU io
298 total yards. Thai impressive
victory sent ASU to number 12 in
the two wire-service polls.
UNM, which dropped a close
one (10-6) to Air Force last week,
will be a big underdog this
Saturday when they meet the
WAC champion of lhe last four
years at University Stadium.

Kickoff time is 7:30p.m.
Coach Frank Kush's WAC
powerhouse is 3·0 this season but
did get off to a shaky start, In the
opener they came from behind to
defeat Oregon, 26·20, and the
next weekend they ncv~r really
got untracked in a 20-9 victory
ov~r Washington State,
"ASU began a !itt!~
slugg!ishly," UNM assistant coach
Bob McCray said. "They didn't
generate any consistent offense in
their first two games. Everyone is
now healthy and they really got
into gear against Colorado State."
The Devil backfield of last year,
one of the finest such groups in
the country, is hack. At
quarterback is Danny While, who
completed 10 of 17 passes for 207
yards and two touch downs last
week.
"He;s everything you could ask
for in a QB," Coach Rudy
Feldman said. "He s intelligent, a
good runner, and a good passer.
While understands the offense so
well it's like having a coach on the
field.,,_
'l'he ASU fullback is Ben
Malone and the halfback is Woody
Green, a contender for the
Hcisman Trophy. Green had
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The improved UNM cross
country team, 3-0, faces its
toughest test of the year in
Boulder Colo. tomorrow when it
'
meets Colorado
and Wyommg m a
double dual meet.
The test won't come from
Wyoming, who Lobo coach Hugh
Hackett said his team should
defeat, but from the quality
harriers from Colorado.
"They could very well be the

Try our Mexican/ American Family Favorites

-A7ilslzt_~o

?;eon '13tlrrlto
,.,.,..~ ~li?k

. .

75~
1830 LOMAS N.E.
2308 EUBANK N.E.

~eligious,deuredt~urc~
Science of Mind Center
REV. LUIS DEL AGUILA, D.O.
Worship Service 11 a.m.

Message:
"SPiRITUAl IDEAS THAT ENRir.H YOUR LIFE"

Accredited Science of Mind Classes Enrolling Now

Special Rates to Full-Time
Students with Current /D Cards
$1 8 Per Each Term-3 Terms of 1 0 Weeks Each.
Wednesday Meditation
EXTENSIVE METAPHYSICAL
Service 8 PM
BOOKSHOP OPEN DAILY
LOCATION
For Personal Consultations
3320 SAN PEDRO NE

Call265-7939

gained 48 yards in 13 carries,

scored a touchdown and kicked
two extra points.
But it's the Wolfpup defense
tbat gains Repetto's rave reviews.
The fresh held UTEP to 52 yards
rushing and 83 yards passing. And
UTEP's only threat was a 37 yard
field goal attempt in the first
quarter.
"We have a chance to be a good
football team," Repetto says. "If
l we can execute our offense
against Arizona State I feel we'll
be able to score quite a few
points."
Scott Frcebairn, of Royal Oak,
Michigan, will once again belm the
Wolfpup Wishbone. Jones and
Hall will be in the backfield with
him, along with Mike Delazzer.
Frcebairn was 0-11 passing against
UTEP but Repetto thinks that
was a ~esults of not having time to
work on timing.
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best in the US," Hackett said.
"They beat BYU, 15·40, which is
a perfect score (the first five
finishers being from Colorado).
BYU was the WAC champion last
season."
UNM, which has defeated
Arizona, Air Force Academy, and
Southern Colorado, is lead by
sophomore Faustino Salazar who
ran the five-mile Air Force cause
in 36:56.

0

,01
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UNM's freshman football team,
called "one of our finest ever" by
Coach Gary Repetto, faces its
stiffest test this Saturday at 1:30
when they face Arizona State's
Sun Imps in Tempe.
The Wolfpups, 1·0, shut out
Texas-El Paso's frosh 14·0 Sept.
28. In that game, fullback Mark
Jones of San Diego, Calif., was the
leading rusher, gaining 79 yards in
17 carries. Halfback Preston Hall
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.Harriers Run Into Tough Test ·
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W olfpups, Sun Imps
Do Battle In Tempe
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96 yards against CSU) and is ably
backed up by Alonzo Emery.
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injury troubles early in the year
but is now recovered ( 9 carries for

It)
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Alonzo Emery; Seventh leading rusher in the WAC and
eighth leading scorer, which isn't bad for a back up
halfback. Starting ahead of him is the Sun D~.vil's speed
demon, Woody Green.
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College Golf's Premier Tourney
Of Fall Begins Here Next Week
A field of the nation's finest
collegiate golfers will participate
in the prestigious William H_
Tucker Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament here Oct. 10·13.
The 19th annual Tucker
tournament, college golf's premier
fall event will host ~5 men's teams
and ten women's teams from
across the country. Several top
Oigh t profess! onal prospects will
be playing the event, scheduled
over the rugged 7200-yard UNM
South Course .
The top four teams of last year
are entered in the tourney.
'' Th c NCAA champions,
Florida, will be here along with
runnerup Oklahoma State,
third·place Texas, and us," Dick
McGuire, UNM men's golf coach,
said. "We were fourth. Eight of
the top ten nationally ranked
teamS this year will be here/'
Texas won the Tucker last year
but they will be trying for a
repeat performance without the
aid of three time NCAA champ
Ben Crenshaw, who turned
professional. The defending
individual champion is UNM's
Jack Sommers, but he has also
gone pro. In fact, the Lobes have
lost five varsity men (four who
participated in the NCAA
championships).
The only returnee who
competed in the championships
last June for the nationally ranked
1973 UNM team is Bob Ault. He

was the Lobo's second low
medalist in the team's first
competition this fall, the
All-College Tourney in Oklahoma
City. Gregory Goldsmith was low
medalist. Last weekend UNM
took third in their seccnd
tournament of the fall, ihe Rocky
Mountain I11tercollegiate.
"We were four shots behind
Arizona State and two behind
Utah," McGuire said. "The best
performance was by frel)hman
Brad Bryant from Alamagordo.
He finished third in the Rocky
Mountain Intercollegiate and had
the best round (74) of ihe last
day. He was only one shot out of
first; two guys were tied for first
place."
Despite that third place team
finish in the Rocky Mountain
Intercollegiate, Coach McGuire
feels his young team has room for
much improvement.
"We're simply not playing well
right now," he said. "Polentially
we are a very fine team but we
haven't been playing well as a
team."
McGuire said his golfers arc in
the process of playing off io sec
who will qualify for the Tuoker
tourney. Six of the following
Lobos will be teeing off next
week: Ault, Bryant, Goldsmith,
Mont¥ Carrico, Lee Carter Jr.,
Jack Rice, Hi Roberts, Henry
Sandles, and Brad Schmierer.

Mike Nichols
Ftlm

Carnal
Knowledge

i[CHNtC.OlOR PANAVISION
An AYCO EMBASSY R•l•n•

DON PANCHO'S
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Chock Cord.

OPEN
10 AM-6 PM
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NO DEALERS PLEASE

theatre
265·0220

3405 central n.c.

A FILM FROM
INGMAR BERGMAN

•
CRIES

WHISPERS

•

Directed ond Written By

INGMAR BERGMAN

800 Juan T;tbo

296-29 I 2

00

o

eerm possibly
beautiful to the
eye. Visually
exquisite.''

'"A s{>ecial. film for special
auc ienees for devotees
of Hesse's'riovels, for
admirers of the exotic,
and for everyone
who wants to he
adventurous
in film going."
-GENE SUALIT, WNBC·TV

-BERNARD DREW. Gannett News Servtce

e~visually

exquisite film ..•
an unusual and
welcome
.
"
expenence.
-WILLIAM WOLF, Cue

COLUMBIA PICTURE$ PRESENTS A rJlM BY CONRAD ROOKS· H(AMANN HESS£~

IIDDHARTHA •STARRING SHASHI KAPOOR • SIMJ(;AR[WAl
PRODUCED 'OtRECTEO ANO WRITTEN fOR THE
CY CONAAO ROOKS •
PH0i0GR1t.PHEO BY SVEI~ NYKVIST p.,,...,,.,~·m••

Center pull brakes
Gum wall tlrea
I lack cuahloned Hat
Amber reflector~ on rat trap pedals
Center kick stand
Taped racing han~lebar with plug

Lattlt word out from Consumer
Guido July '73 - pogo 54. TMo laoy
lldtr .SOO blcyclt at l.,.._stttJ rttall
prlet ~~f $19.95, luy now and &an
OYer !130.

~s

-ARCHER WJNSTEN, NY Posl

• 27" x 1V4" rima

lean a $5 dtpollt and you'll
b. given a ralnchtck,

.

in music and
visible beauty
the picture is a
continuing delight:'

$5 S~c!ToNs
SAVE OVER $27.00

Two Locations

~eBoth

Small Chargo fur Expert Auembly
Notionally Advertlood at 99.95
• "DNI" derailleur 10 •fM•d gears

out before you get hert;

Cuild

is an exquisite ll!QY.~~J."

IMPORTED I0 SPEED BICYCLES

Only, Ch.ck ac·
cepted with lank·
Amerlcard or Ma1flr
Charge or OuOrarifM

with three players on each side
(no substitutes during contest)
shooting at the same basket

LIVULLMANN

293-8808

2106 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

csu 21-13

NMSU 34-12
UCLA 17-7
Wis. 24-17

sturring

THE GRADUATE
[B.] OJ

ASU 26-16
Ariz, 27-13
BYU 34-24

ANd

Rocky's
Hair Styling

14 Winrock

JOSEPH E. LEVINE""~··~ •
MIKE NICHOLS
LAWRENCE TURMAN -..;ol(>oo

Never before have we offered a higher
quality bike for so little money.

Wt promiH that no one will
bo dltappalntod. If wo ooll

'l,he men's intramural
department has Lwo basketball
tournaments scheduled in the
ncxl month, n one·on•one tourney
and a ihrce·man basketball
tourney.
The tentative sl.arting dale for
the one-on·oQc is OcL. 22 with ihe
players meeting, in which the
rules will be covered, scheduled
for Oct. 18. (Johnson Gym, room
120 at 4 p.m.).
The th1·ee·man is scheduled to
st.nrt on Nov. 5 with entries due
by Oct. 30. In this tournament
there will be ien·minute games

(16-3)

Showtimes 6:15, 8:05, 9:55

1tl7

SUPPLY LIMITED-DON'T MISS OUT

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

Basketball Tourneys

Golfer Bob Ault; One of six
Lobos who will take part in
the Tucker Tourney next
week at the University
South Golf Course.

Greg Lalire

(12-7)
ASU 37-30
Iowa 24-12
BYU 27-14
Idaho 14-7
NMSU 31-0
UCLA 40-10
Wyo. 20-13

ASU at UNM
Ariz. at Iowa
BYU at Utah St.
CSU at Idaho
NMSU atUTEP
Utah at UCLA
\.Wyo. at Wisconsin

BEST DIRECTOR-MIKE NICHOLS

FACTORY OUTLET BICYCLES
FACTORY CLOSEOUT SALE

•
•
•
•
"
•

1

Russ )>arsons

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

Joseph E Levme presen1s a

Showlime 7:30

Oct. 6

Hair Pieces, Scalp Treatments,
Hair S~)'ling, and Regular Barber Services

TWO Mike Nichols Hits Together for the first time

An Avco !:mb.usy Picture

Wacky Picks ...

Eastdale Theater
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

6,8, 10pm.
U.N.M. STUDENT UNION
THEATRE 277·2031

$1.00

Showtimes 7:30 & 9:30
Candelaria & Eubank
294-3100

5)

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED

orwmaa

Rntm: lOt vcr word, $1.00 rnlnlrnllrn.

Tcnna : Payment mWlt be mO:de In full
prior to Insertion of advertisement.
Where: J ournnllam Dulldlng, Room
206

1)

PERSONALS

3)

GARY G.-I love you I You're my everything 1 It's only time tlll we're together
again, Kathy P.
10/6
AGOitA, PI~OPLE who listen. Drop by the
NW corner of MCI!n Vlatn or call 2773018.
trn
WAN'J'ED: •ru•ron for lntrod. 11tatlatlcs,
will pay. 266-0034.
10/10
DADYSI'J'TER WANTED: 2 mornlnKil n
week nnd/or occnslonnl ovcnlngs. Must
hnve cur, 268·3608 nftcr 6.
10/o
PREGNAN'l' AND NEED liELP7 You
hnve friends who cnre n.t Dlrthrlght.
24'7-0810.
DELICIOUS FOOD - rell.Ronnbly priced!'
12:00-1:16, Mon-Frl; Canterbury Chn.pe
-i2G University NE.
9/21
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dn.lly
Lobo. Apply In pcrnon nt the Lobo, room
168 of Student Publlcn.tlons.

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOS'!': Prei!Criptlon wire-rimmed glnascs
in flowered ciUlc. Alter 3, 266-0IHO. 10/11
FOUND: Proocrlptlon wirt'-rlmmcd g]nases
in D pnrldng Jot. Identify nnd claim in
Journnll!lm Dullding, rm. 206.
L 0 S 'J': NORWEGIAN I~LKHOUNDS,
black, grey females, Sundin foothills, Reward. 2!J4-63!16.
10/9
LOS'l': Young grny striped cat, spayed femnlc, nenr Stanford & Gnrllcld. Rcwnrd
-266-11111.
10/8
FOUND: 6 mo. old tiger-stripe kitten, Frl·
dny nlte, 200 block o£ Stanford. Cnll 2664664.
3)

Ol11811lfled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

SERVICES

GUADUA'fE STUDENTS hnvc you been
procriUltinnting on Atnrtlng or complctlnp:
your thca!a or dlsacrtntion 'I l<'eel. you need
rnotlv11tion? Call 261l-008f, n(tcr 6 pm.
10/6

4)

FOR RENT

BEA U'I'IFUL FURNISHED HOUSE needs
temnlc roommntc, Wnahcr/drycr 265-0622
10/11
cvcningll,
LUCAYA HOUSE SOUTH Lc11d & Mnp)c
SE. Jo'rom $126 per month, Large 1 DR,
2 DR, & efficiencies, Private bnlconlcs,
parking, !ull-aecurlty building, completely
.furnished, rcfrlgern.tcd air. Call Jim nt
843-7632,
tfn
ItOOMMA'l'E WAN'I'ED to ahnrc oM bedroom duplex ncar UNM, ~70, 140'7 Cop, per NE. 247-3111,
10/6
VEST POCKET Selr Storage Wnrc'house.
Full Service from $3.60/mo (Locker size
to full room), Cnll 842-62:14.
10/8
DOSQUE PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
Stylc-1 & 2 Dds. Furn. & Unfunl.•
Utilities Included, Pool, gus barbequc,
]urge bnlcon!Cil, snunn, ref, air, 10 min.
from UNM. Wntcrbcda permitted. From
$160.00. 8201 Marquette NE-266·6071.
Students & professom welcome Ill
5)

FOR SALE

SERVICES

WAKE up to THE RISING SUN wnke-up
service. 346·63:JG.
.~JL~
TV REPAIR i St;H!cnt rllftrount, servlee enll
$3. Free catimatesl 266·61143.
10/10
rAssPon'J', ioi~NTiilc"A'iloN t,h;;t;:
Lowcnt prices in town, fnst, plenlllng.
Nenr UNM. Cnll 266-2444 or come to
171'7 Glrnrd N.E.
9/'7
FLU'J'B LESSONS by UNM music smuluntc. $:J per !cason. 243-3643.
10/8
SCUOA LESSONS-lit!h~ht.n YMCA. Stnrt
Oct. (i, Limited enrollment. Cull 2GG-69'11.
10/G
DICYCLE REPAIR SPECIALIST. All
mnlcr11, prompt gunrnntt'~d srrvlcc on nny
problem. Lowcnt prices. Evenings, Bill
Hnrt. 266-1421
10/31
ABSOLUTELY FREI~ I ROOMMATE HEJ~ERltAL SBRVICE. N('('d n roommate
tor your house or npt7 We will find you
one fnstl Need n roommate with n
housc7 You cn.n be looklnr.- nt plnccs
todny I A .free Bt'rvlce from 1Iomefln<lcra.
ten
4016 Centrnl NE. 266-7991.
AS'J'ItOLOGY everything you nlwnys
wnntcd to know. Clnsscn & horoscopes.
268-0DOu.
0/25
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Lnw School
Cllnlcnl Program offem lt'gnl services
for students and stnfT. Furnished by
qunllficd lnw students under fnculty supervision. Avnllnblllty limited to those
whose nssets nnd Income do not exceed
cstnbllshed guidelines. 60c rcglstrntlon
fee. Cnll 277-2913 or 277-3604 for information nnd appointments. Sponsored
by Associated Students of UNM.
trn
IMAGES-PORTRAITS, PASSPORTS, nppllcntlon photographs. Close, 'QUick, snne.
2312-A Central SE. De'hind Duttcrfie!lds.
tfn
266-9967.

WHILE THE)!' )JAS'l', Dacl~ Issues of Ute
Dally Lobo are sold for lOc each In Student Publications DuslnCIJS Office room
206, Journalism Dulld..;,ln..;,g:;;..·_ _-:--:::::-::-::
l•'InEWOOD-P11lo D~ro woodyard. UNM
student. 242-81'70-842-9086. Cull weefcdnyJ; before 8 am or alter 3 pm anytime,
Sat, or Sun.
10/16
1973 HONDA, 176ce. Low mileage. Call
294-4'/63.
10/9
'71 SUZUKI "600" super bike, Ph. 266·
6014, Mon.-Fri. Ask !or Mary,
10/0
'fOM YOUNG'S SPA MEMBERSHIP,
Nine months for $14.60/month. 299·1120.
10/9
'65 1800-S VOLVO-New Semperlt rndlnla
& uphol~tcry, $1400 llft(lr 7 Jl,m. 24310/8
2881, .Room 428,
JEWELRY - Speclnllzlng In custom en·
gllv,ement - wedding sets. Chnrlle Romero. 268-3896,
10/16
1962 FORD Fnlrlnne, Engine/Interior ex108
cellent. $200. Tomll.R, 243-3406,
vw nus, engine guaranteed, brnkes,
10/8
shocks, tires, nil new, 898-1981.
'66 1800-S VOLVO-New Semperlt rndlnla
& upholstery. $1400 after 7 p,ll\, 2432881, Room 423,
10/8
STA'J'ION WAGON, 1966, Chevy Del-Air,
automatic, $6'7G. Cnll '765-1073 or 8436683.
10/6
71 Chevy Yegn perfect eon<lltlon. Very
rcnsonnblc. Sec nt 3027 LM V 1!&'11.8 Dr.
sw.
10/5
'69 FIA'J'. Good condition. $760 or best
offer: dny 277-3914 eve. 256-7910.
10/9
66 VW Dufl', runs good. .Deat offer over
$600. 268-9060.
10/5

6)

1071 l~JA'J' 860 apyder convertible. $1800.
Super concllti~n I '766-6178.
10/11
1!J71 350 SUZUKI; grent condition, $400,
290-7011 nftcr 6 pm.
10/6
MOBIJ..E HOME, 1967 Armour-12-6'7, 2
bedroom, clean, 266-6863, 208-7776. 10/11
1973 360 KAWASAKI, exceli<mt condition,
G,OOO mik'll, $776. 296-7011 ntfcr 6 pm.
10/6
'66 760 NORTON ATLAS, $460. 367 64th
NW.
10/6
lo'OR ALI, YOUR stereo nccda, ace United
J~reiv.ht Snlt•H. 3920 Sun Mntco NE, MonFrl, 9-!l & till G on weekends.
10/11
10G3 CHNVY vnn rnmpcr~,CQuippcd v.ood.
$460, 9·10 nm. ONLY, 242-2!116.
10/6
DODGE CIIAHG'I~R-one owncr ('Xrdlent,
11168, $800, 9·10 nm ONLY, 242·291G.
10/6
19G'7 FORO S'I'A'I'ION WAGON, PS. AC,
)lOWer hnck window. New brnkes, very
v.ood tires, 390 VS, $700. 281-6104 10/10
FOR SALE-Girl's 6-spcecl bll(e, npprox.
22" frnme. $40. Cull 760-6281 for more
lnform11tlon.
10/10
1070 VW CnmJH'r. Rt•d, excellen~ condition,
$2000. 281-5236..
10/10
'1070 AUSTIN AMimiCA: 2-door sednnwhitc: 30 mpg; rndlo. 1000 Mnrquettc
NN, l'Orncr .Romn & Onk. 268-1792. 10/6
liS VW Cnmpmobile poptop nmvly rebuilt
t•nsdnc. Rensonnblc. Sec: 3927 Lns Vegns
Dr. SW.
10/5
HUMMAGY.J SALE: Oct. 4-6-G. 'J'hura. 1 :306 Jlm: Fri. 8-li, Snt. 8·noon. Unitnrinn
Church, 3701 Carlisle, NE (nt Comnnclte).
10/6
BICYCLES. Lowest prices on most fnmous
bicycles nnd components. Over 100 GltnnCJ~, Zeus, nnd other mnkcs ln. stock.
Some used !rom $70. Dit:k Hnllett 2661702.
10/12
30 PORTADLE TV's, $25-$60. 441 Wyoming NE. 256-698'7.
10/29
REFRIGERATOR, DORM-SIZE, one yenr
old, perfect condition, $60. Ca11 843-71 '79.
10/9

FOR SALE

7l

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: Englwh Setter stud to
registered bitch. 87'7-8196.

,,~111•1(1111111

servi~e

10/8

INTERNATIONAL
THE
AT

FLICK

Professional

lv.r:IDNICHT

ALL SEATS $1.25

Quild

Hair Design for Men

theatre

\ I\

3405 central n.e.

Expert Long Hair Design
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women
by Appointment Only

Q
Produ~ed

by AB Svcnnk Ftlmtn<iuMrl

J.OI'~:IlT

I'I<"IUHES I"OJII'OilAIIC l:\

lllhlrihUU•tl h}

j)

DIAL 255-0166

r~·•

L.!!.J

7804 Central SE
between Louisiana & Wyomin

EMPLOYMENT

PART 'riME JODS. $340 n month. Cnll
277-2106. 3:30-4:30.
10/6
WJ\I'J'RESS WANTED. Trlnnglc Lounge,
Apply 2:30 to 3:30 p,m. Sec Dill, 2901
Monte Vistn, NE.
10/8/73
MgN. -- WOMEN I JODS ON SHIPS I
No experience required, Jo1xcelll'nt pay.
Worldwide trnvel. Perfert summer job or
rnrecr. Send $3 for Information. SEAJ~AX, Dept. 0-16, P.O. Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Wnsl1lngton 98362.
10/10
DAUYSITTING/HOUSEWORK, 20 hrs.
Pl'r/week, $2 hr. Own tranapornt!on, nftl.'rnoons, 27'7-3030, 344-2903.
10/8
PART TIME DRIVERS: Over 18. 7:30 to
11 n.m. dully, nnd 3-7 p.m. Frldny, Dudget Rent n Cnr, 2201 Ynlc SE
10/5
PART-TIME JOD. Must be over 21 yrs. old.
Apply in person-v.rndunte student.q only.
S:weWny Liquor Store, 6704 Lomns NE.
10/6

NOW IN! THE 'B"BT SELECTION
EVER. OF RECYCLED LEATHER
JACK!T5 & MI;lCELLl\NEOUS G.M_M'EN.T~
AT LtNJiUJID OF LOW PRlCE5- ACSO
TAKE A 1001( AT THE ~OUTHW£5T~
LARGEST .5El:£CTION. OF NON-PLA'3TIC
BE}\DS fROM ALL OVE\t THE WOR.LD·
DROP flJi Ot .. J:.,N.M.

ENROLL AT
HARRAD

AnniE liREEn SPRinliSwiNE
BACK PACK OFFER

AftftiE

GREEn

SPRiftDS
IIKIIITRY CHERRY
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Get off
the farm

SPRINGS
BACK PACK

L
,,

and

OFFER

~·

come on over
to Annie

Today!

~~~$For

·

Only•:2..SO to

f

J.'

'~ow

during this year, you are
going to be encouraged to have
sexual intimacy as a necessary
and good element in the art of
loving."
41#~_!!(-
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Dean of
Harrad College
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Annie Green Sprri1fJS Back Pack Coupon.
I
I
To order one or more, simply fill out this coupon I
and maif with your check or money order to:
I

i
M.akc check <Jr money order payable to Back Pack
Offer. No cash please. Act now. offer limited to
existing supply. Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. This
offer not extended In any state or locality where
prohibited by law or in which taxes or other
restrictions are Imposed. Redeemable only in the
U.S.A. Void after tZ/31/73. Mt. Valley Wine Co.,
San Franciseo1 California.
1

8

d

..

d

t 4, t ,_._ .....'r-.l""""~~-1" ~--------------...!

.

I

BACK J1ACK OFFER
P.O. BOX zttz
REIDSVILLE, N.C. 27320
J1lease send me _ _ Back J1 acks at $2,50 each.

I
I
:
I

Check preference for color of lettering,- red
-blue.
Tot~ I amount enclosed-·--,
Name--------------------~--~

Address------------City ---~State _____ Zip---

. .r-~-.. ..... ----- ..... -----....,;- ..... __ ........,_ ..

